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by Gareth Jenkinson, writing for Cointelegraph

Ethereum miners continue to enjoy lucrative payouts for their efforts in 2021,

while the smart contract blockchain platform edges closer to a move away from

its proof-of-work consensus. The past few months have been phenomenal for

much of the cryptocurrency space, as the likes of Bitcoin, Ether and various

other coins have seen monumental gains in value.

ETH MINING STILL HIGHLY PROFITABLE

DESPITE UPCOMING UPGRADE

by Liam Frost, writing for Decrypt

Bitcoin (BTC) miners have upped their sales of Bitcoin since the cryptocurrency

started on its rally up to $58,000, according to crypto metrics platform

CryptoQuant. The data shows that miners, in general, have increased sales over

the past two months, with some particularly large outflows causing big spikes.

BITCOIN MINERS INCREASE BTC SALES

DURING MARKET RALLY

Bitfinex and Tether settled with the Office of the New York Attorney General in the

landmark case against Tether. Authorities alleged that Tether misrepresented the

degree to which Tether (USDT) coins were backed by fiat collateral. The settlement

requires Bitfinex and Tether to pay $18.5 million for damages to the state of New

York and submit to periodic reporting of their reserves. 

TETHER TO REPORT RESERVES AND PAY

$18.5M FINE AFTER SETTLEMENT WITH NYAG

by Rachel Wolfson, writing

for Cointelegraph

An action funded by the

US Department of

Education is promoting

the search for blockchain-

based solutions to

simplify data sharing. The

initiative, named

“Blockchain Innovation

Challenge”, seeks to

improve institutional

information flow and give

students control over

their personal records. 

US EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT

PROMOTES

PUTTING STUDENT

RECORDS ON

BLOCKCHAIN

by Andrey Shevchenko, writing for Cointelegraph
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Business intelligence firm MicroStrategy has added yet another $1 billion

worth of Bitcoin to its balance sheets, according to a recent announcement

published. Per the press release, MicroStrategy now holds a total of 90,531

BTC—worth roughly $4.57 billion at current prices. Simultaneously, the

company has bought its Bitcoin cache for approximately $2.171 billion

($23,985 per BTC on average), which means that its crypto investments have

already resulted in a profit of around $2.399 billion.

MICROSTRATEGY BUYS 

ANOTHER $1 BI WORTH OF BITCOIN
by Liam Frost, writing for Cryptoslate

by Benjamin Pirus, writing for Cointelegraph

Credit card providers charge merchants a cut of the payments they accept,

called interchange fees or swipe fees. With two major card providers aiming to

elevate rates, could crypto become an alternative? “Visa Inc. and Mastercard

Inc. are planning to raise swipe fees for some types of credit-card purchases in

April,” the Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday.

OPINION: AS VISA AND MASTERCARD RAISE

FEES, MERCHANTS MAY LOOK TO CRYPTO

by Ledger Insights

This week, the People's Bank of China and the Central Bank of the UAE

announced that they will be joining the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the

Bank of Thailand in a new cross-border central bank digital currency (CBDC)

experiment. Named "Multiple Central Bank Digital Currency (m-CBDC) Bridge",

the project aims to test the use of distributed ledger tech between countries.

CHINA, UAE JOIN THAILAND AND HONG

KONG ON CROSS-BORDER CBDC TRIALS

by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Cryptoslate

Two Nigerian regulatory bodies, the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC), have agreed to conduct research to regulate and govern the

sector’s booming Bitcoin and crypto market. Nigeria ranks among the world’s top Bitcoin

and crypto markets by usage, with a significant chunk of its citizens reportedly using the

asset as a store of value and transfer instead of their local fiat.

AUTHORITIES TO REGULATE ONE OF THE

WORLD’S BIGGEST BITCOIN MARKETS

by Cyrus McNally, writing for

Cointelegraph

A veteran miner has cracked

open their 2010 stash of

Bitcoin, with crypto analysts

spotting 100 BTC being

transferred from two wallets

that had laid dormant for

more than a decade. Prior to

today’s transaction, the

addresses had not seen any

activity since receiving a 50

BTC Coinbase reward each

nearly 11 years ago.

BITCOIN WHALE

FROM 2010 MOVES

100 BTC FOR FIRST

TIME IN 11 YEARS

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

In this episode of the

CoinGecko podcast, Bobby

Ong, co-founder of

CoinGecko, talks with Chris

Spadafora, founder of Badger

DAO, about bringing Bitcoin

to DeFi, Bader DAO products

and much more.

Listen to the episode here.
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